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HEWETT TO THE SKIES
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 12. Secretary
Xew York, Nov. 12. A country-widof Labor William B. Wilson, addressTrinidad, Colo., Nov. U. Civil and appeal for the abolition of the useless
Nogales, Sonora, Mex., Nov. 12.
William Bayard Hale, President Wil- ing the American Federation of Labor, military authorities
appeared this Christmas gift and a plea for intelliBEHOLD THE "SCIENTISTS"
S Vessels reported lost in recent
went bitterly condemned the attitude of the morning in justice court when the gent and thoughtful giving instead
son's personal representative,
WHO SELECT HEWETT!
storm on Greeat Lakes:
into conference here just before noon Michigan Copper Mining companies case of Louis King, a striker charged were voiced tonight' by Mrs. August
"The school Is absolutely con- The Regiua, (Freighter).
today with General Venustiano Car- and warned tliem that a new concep- with assault to murder, came up for a Belmont, President of the Spugs, at
trolled by the managing commit- The Leafield, (Freighter!.
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a board.
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The L. C. Waldo, (Freighter).
Felipe Angeles, minister the delegates as ''Fellow unionists" and is being held at the county jail.
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Total ..
"And the little bit of confidence that, night. General Chase visited Ludlow the moment," she said, "or for some
The Fletcher.
committee.
X V X X X X X
he added, "is this morning and received a small 'particular Muse, because then It
Little doubt exists in diplomatic I am going to
d
to recommend
circles that while Mr. Hale still re- an advance statement of one of the quantity of weapons recently conns- - means that you have collected a sense
The reading of a telegram or ex0f human fellowship .of which the
Bank ownersnip of stock in the re tains the character of unofficial en- items in that situation that the larg- cated by the troops.
them.
is furnishing the Washington est corporation engaged in the produche
Is but an expression. tracts of a telelgram from Hon. Frank
voy,
me
collected
was
mit
laKen
up
banks
money
A report from Port Frank this after- gional
dis!we do approve of it when it is for Springer now in Washington that
Printed Too Much.
senators refused to government with information for offi- - tion of copper in the Michigan
noon stated that eight more frozen administration was
was organized in 1870 under the
trict,
purposes.
it
and
agreed
Colo., Nov. 12 The princi jthe man lower down instead of for the there is no occasion for Santa Fe to
practically
jcial
Pueblo,
bodies were washed ashore there to- yield
It. was pointed out by some observ-slioul- laws of the state of Michigan, that
that the house provision on that point
worry about the School of American
pal business this morning before the man higher up.
day.
stand. A similar controversy ers that Mr. Hale's conferences were the face value of its capital stock Ib grand jury Investigating the coal
"Some persons think that we
being taken away from
Archaeology
Dead.
the
From
Message
arose over control of the banks, but not necessarily a forerunner of recog-th- $2,500,000. The shares are $25 each.
of repre-- j pose giving. Far from it; we do not Santa Fe; the passing of resolutions
was
the
appearance
A
12.
Nov.
message
N.
Y.,
Buffalo,
They were purchased at $12 each, so sentatives of an evening paper who oppose giving, but we advocate
administration supporters Insisted inition, but might be an important
praising Mr. Edgar L. Hewett to tho
.
from the missing lightship No. 82, was
iB
done skies and denouncing the "attacks"
the house provision be adopted, tor in determining the future attitude that the actual investment is $1,250,-000that
the
giving
giving
questioned
concerning
jligent
wreck
the
found by searchers among
From that time until one year sources' of Information of stories print-- ! with the Christmas spirit of goodwill made by famoiiB scientists on him in
providing for six directors elected by of the Washington government
age of the craft on the south shore
ago, the last fiscal report that we ed in relation to the doings of the jury, las distinguished from giving that is the New Mexican; the Impression givand three appointed by the Ward the constitutionalists.
banks
was
of Lake Erie today. The message
Mr. Hale probably will report on had, a period of forty years, that cor- Members of the
jury and those in compulsory, from fear or with the en certain persons that the resolu- written on a piece of wood and read: government.
s
New-- i the personal
declared in dividends
characteristics of'
111., Nov. 12.
Senator
poration
Chicago,
of
the
investigation
object to hope of obtaining reward whether tions attacked the New Mexican It-,
"Good-byeNellie ship is breaking
on an investment of $1,250,000 ; charge
of Nevada, raced through Chica-jera- l
Carranza, whether he has the
the printing of any news concerning that reward be the favor of the man self for alleged "bias" and the chal- up fast. (Signed) Williams."
out
its
of
today on his way to Washington. united support of all constitutionalists and made reinvestments
the investigation.
hlgher up or advancement. The world lenge offered Dr. J. A. Rolls to show
It Is believed that the message was go
When he left his home state it was or revolutionists, or whether, if sue-i- earnings of $75,000,000. Nearly
at large should put more of the Christ- - uuy copies of the New Mexican con- written by Captain Hugh M. Williams,
in
a
perof actual net profits
a desperate endeavor to reach the cessful by arms, he would establish a
mas spirit into giving. Christmas tabling statements against Mr. Hew- Court Order Needed.
of Manistee, Mich., who was in comof
contronational capital in time to attend the provisional government that would iod of 42 J'ears on an investment
12. Deputy should be a time for every person to ett that can be successfully
Nov.
Colo.,
mand of the Bhip.
Denver,
$1,250,000, and then not only protest
Democratic currency conference to-- i guarantee a fair and free election,
dc his or her share.
verted; the vigorous denunciation of
noon
nt
Ballou
State
Auditor
No bodies have been recovered.
today
There is also a possibility that the against meeting committees of their notified Governor Amnions and Attor-npday. Trains did not act right for him
"Some folks say to us, 'Of course, Prof. AKred M. Tozzer of Harvard, by
Dead Bodies and Wreckage.
and today he telegraphed Senator information he gathers may be useful workmen, but refuse to accept the
want to promote useful giving.' former Governor W. T. Thornton who
re
you
thnt
he
flenerfil
bad
Farrnr
Goderich, Ont., Nov. 12. Reports
the race and to the state department in its dealings good offices of the department of la- ceived
word useful has many changes of declared Tozzer Is but an instructor;
The
instructions
from
from points along the Canadian shore Kern that he Inhad lost
telegraphic
Washington till to- with foreign diplomats here. The dip- - jbor in negotiating tne nimcuities.
Auriitnr wnnon
nm in swt.io nnt meaning. Usually when one thinks of the reading of a lengthy letter from
of Lake Huron point to a heavy loss could not be
lomatic corps in Mexico City is said
to Issue certificates of Indetedness toa useful present, it is a present decid-- , Charles F. Lummis, Bquaw belted litof life and shipping in the recent morrow.
In his message to Senator Kern, the to be at a disadvantage in making re- or commonplace. So terateur of Los Angeles, making the
storm. Seven bodies from the schoon
cover
the expenses of maintaining the edly middle-clascon-- !
er Chas. s. Price have been washed Nevada statesman asked that the or ports on the constitutionalists as itsis CHANGES FROM
national guard In the Colorado coal we do not attempt to promote useful same statement; the bombshell exonly source of information there
ashore below Grand Bend. Wreckage ference be postponed for a day
giving, in the commonly accepted ploded by Mr. Paul A. F. Walter in his
strike zone without a court order.
a definition of that word. The thing we own "camp" by announcing that Mr.
fouund here indicates that the James two, "until Democratic senators have the Huerta government.
Amnions
that
stated
Governor
WORKS FOR ANTIS
to be present."
There was no indications here today
mandamus suit to compel the is- are really cut to do Is to abolish some- Tozzer is indeed a real, living assistthe largest Canadian an opportunity
Carruthers,
Senator Newlaflds said he was anx-- as to future steps in the American
of the certlficaes would be in thing. We feel that when we have ant professor at Harvard and not an
suance
freighter on the lakes, has beer. lost. ious to
present what he called - his policy.
will follow good sense instructor, the disgust depicted on cerAn oar picked up this morning just
stituted
immediately In the state su- done that there
Rear Admiral Brush ou the battle-whlc- FORMER GOVERNOR
OF
PATTERSON
in giving and that everybody will be tain faces of some of Mr. Hewett's
was marked "federal reserve system" an outline of
outside this harbor
court.
preme
he recently telegraphed to Sen ship Louisiana at Tuxpam reported
supporters as Lummis's letter, filled
profited thereby.
James Carruthers. Search along the
TENNESSEE TRAVELS IN SPECIAL CAR
to the navy department today there
"We propose to decrease the cost of with personalities, was read; the clevcoast for a mile revealed a rudder ator Owen.
This system calls for a federation was no immediate need of protection
LEAGUE
MEETING
SALOON
TO ANTI
CQNGKfcOO the gift and increase the good will; to er way portions of the letter were
from one of the Caruthere' lifeboats,
national banks. In each to American property In that vicinity.
make the heart of Father Christmas omitted by Mr. Walter and finally
cabin, pieces of state and
part of an
IN
THEM OF
COLUMBUS, TO TELL
consoli- He has assured Consul Payne that the
of oak chairs, part of a pilot house state as a reserve association,
Senate.
rejoice by little 'acts of kindness, un- the question asked by Mr. Cutting why
of Louisiana
will afford asylum for
HIS CHANGE OF HEART.
and other portions of the upper works dating and mobilizing the reserves
thought into the summer school has been dwindling
in session; meets Thursday.
selfishness,
putting
Not
by
member banks for mutual protection Americans and other foreigners. For
of a large steamer.
rinninf rata mot in rnnfprpncp, nnd the gift we sent our dear ones. Give in attendance which question remainThe Carruthers was owned by the against bank runs and stringencies. In the present the Louisiana will remain
discussed
generously; but from your heart, with ed unanswered these were some of
currency bill.
12
Nov.
one
federal
would
Ohio,
be
Columbus,
Today's
at Tuxpam.
St. Lawrence and Chicago Navigation addition there
all your thought. Don't make a busi- the features of the meeting of the
House.
reNational
of
the
reserve bank of which the state
Late today Secretary Bryan warned session
.
company.
Met nt noon and adjourned at 12:35 ness of giving, make it an art. Don't Archaeological Society last night.
to
as
known
was
be
goverAs some one expressed it today; "It
The Chas. S. Price was a steel serve associations would be members, both the Huerta government and the convention
waste what should be a season of
noon
m.
until
p
Thursday.
was a meeting full of action."
schooner of 4 901 tons built at Lo-- "naer which government, tunas ana a- constitutionalists not to molest exten- nor s aay, noiwunsiauamg me
goodwill freely given."
as- sive
Rolls Reads Resolutions.
English and American railroad emors present were not to be honored
Ohio, and owned by the Mahon- Portion of the reserves of the state
TARS
AMERICAN
The
John R. McFie presided and
ing Steamship company. The bodiefe sociations would be deposited. Na-- properties at Tuxpam, which it was re- - from the platform until evening.
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IMPORTANT
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ON
POPE
THE
of the crew were washed ashore last tionally, the central bank would per- - ported one or both factions were program for that period called for
MILITIA PAY, occasionally put on the soft
pedal
.REGARDING
dresses by Covernors Hanna of North
Rome, Nov. 12. A large party of
form those functions which in indl- threatening to burn.
when the "discords" Vegan to grow
, t Grand Bend, which Is on the
was
received
American
auu
sec- ui
F.
Brvan
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too
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was
A.
naiiws.
nuugea,
eastern shore of the lake,
Paul
12
viuuai states wouiu ran on mr kuuo
Walter
The
iate touay secretary
uinoia,
Washington. D. C, Nov.
Former Governor Malcom R. Pat-- i this morning in private audience by
Into conference with several diplo-- !
Searchers working below Goderich associations.
to retary.
no
war
has
of
authority
secretary
matic representatives of South Amer-- ! terson, of Tennessee, was the prin- - the Pope. The men were conducted to dictate the number of officers and
There were about 36 people present,
reported this afternoon the finding of
ican nations. No announcement of cipal speaker at the afternoon ses-- j the Vatican by Captain William J. men of the militia necessary to con- - ladies outnumbering the men two to
a life raft and five oars from the METHODIST MISSIONARY
Maxwell, of the battleship Florida and
steamer Argus. The boat Is not known
BOARD TO MEET AT BOSTON. the purposes of the conferences was sion.
stitute a rifle camp of instruction one.
Twice elected governor of Tennes- - were presented to his holiness by Mon- - wimsp nfflcerR and men shall be paid
but It was understood to be in
here.
made,
Dr. J. A. Rolls, chairman of the
12.
was
Boston
Nov.
111.,
Decatur,
of
F.
Corector
Thomas
to
came
Kennedy,
a
Patterson
see
as
sigiior
'inn
"wet,"
v,
Unidentified Vessel.
opnolline with the plan of keeping foreign
under the militia account. Comptrol resolutions committee, arose and read
Rome.
in
American
the
college
nations advise d of developments of ilumbus in a special car accompanied
Port Huron, Mich., Nov. 12. Alwith many a
ler of the Treasurer Downey, final ar- lengthy resolutions
place of the missionary board of the
United States to- - by Governor Ben W, Hooper, who sue- 'lil.iK
tell
though many vessel men are firm in Methodist church. The annual meet, he ,rPollc' . of tl,e
.i,n, nunallnna Hantrlorl an tlV whereas ana
..
.
Bt
to
a waru Mexico,
their belief that the steamer which
ijiice conrerence wun ceeded him as Tennessee's chief
battleship
ing that the society considers attacks
u j
i0)
ha
i
CHRISTMAS
COMMISSIONED
turned turtle in Lake Huron a few the Board of Home Missions will beiCentr?' American and European diplo-- j cutive, to give his endorsement to a.
q the au(mor for ma(Je 0JJ Mr Hewett UIlfair in manner
IlBUOII - Wlue
lllBl wuum Ut.,c
Washington, D. C, Nov. 12 Theth
miles northeast of here during the big hM in Ununn a. Ih. .....m Hmrt
""H,B "AVK uceu uemruled that a re-- and biased in motive, and that if these
Hpnnrtment
.
.
Cannot Help Tuxpam.
for iis aim the elimination of the new battleship Texas, which lately
gale is the Regina, of the Merchants'
Tho ninnilHu n ronorol riletrihll.
irlm militia, attacks were not controverted they
.mnn,nt
Mexico City Nov. 12.-- The
naa ner acceptance u.ai, u i.uw
federal saloon.
f of whlch 44 officers and men repre-cen- t might result in luob of the school to
Transportation company, of Toronto, tion of missionary funds devoted the
offlFormer Governor Malco mn R
completed, according to an
others are equally convinced this fore- appropriation among the foreign coun- - prison at the post of Tuxpam, m
sentmg the 8ix companies were pres- Santa Fe; moreover, that the commite
a Cruz nas asked the 'terson, of Tennessee, said in part:
8
noon that she is not It is regarded
ciai Biaiemem, uy iu iiu uepainurm ent, was not an encampment recogniz
as follows
League and I today. The vessel probably will go ed by the war department.
certain, however, that the Regina
(Continued on page four).
Pnotorn Aaia t9Q fiflm..twn ' war department for reinforcements to "The
Christmas.
Asia $242,392; Africa' $50,269: South defend th city against the attack, be-- have not always been friends, The into commission about
,ns mane oy a strong iorce or reDets pains we iraveleu were wide apart.
(Continued on Page Four.)
America J100.060: Enrone M69.839.
this great audience
jcomumuueu uy v auuiuo Aguuar, The They seemed so parallel that it look- ed to stand before
I
;
garrison numbers only 250 men. The ed incredible that they should ever and acknowledge the wrong, when
r
department replied that the rein meet. But we now find ourselves in once advocated policies which would
BY
forcements were unavailable.
the same road and actuated by the have made legal a trade which I have
no
as
on
look
VeraUame
to
rightful
desire to destroy the traffic in come
having
T
night's dispatches from
the Uqllor and redeem a nation from it place in the scheme and economy of
quoted Arthur c payne
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 12. Standish the Bessemer public school. As he
Christian civilization."
American consul at Tuxpam as esti curse.
on one of his messages Hamilton, age 14, is perhaps fatally was riding home on his bicycle yesterto have suddenly
aware
that
am
the
at
force
l.nnn
"I
Commenting
mating
attacking
Lima, Peru, Nov. 12. Ten towns
he was attacked by boys, dragged
'
courier.
Americans changed the views of mature woman- to the Tennessee legislature in which hurt as the result of a grammar day,
were destroyed and several hundred byThe number of known dead was 120 men. There are twenty-sifrom his wheel and beaten and kickfurther legislation to reguhe
the
of
and
were
report-whe- n hood which I once asserted
whom
protown,
all
opposed
jn
school "haiing'' late yesterday after ed. He sustained a fractured skull,
persons killed in an earthquake, which
the courier left the devastated
one end of Tennessee to late the liquor traffic Mr. Patterson
occurred last Friday in the mountain- district, but it was believed several ed safe up to yesterday afternoon. The claimed from
several broken ribs and other Injuries.
noon.
were
those
at
time
that
that
excited
and
has
the
States
(Jolted
Louisiana
other,
battleship
surprise
ous Peruvian province of Aymarals. hundred more bodies would be recov- The boy recently was withdrawn He says the assailants told him they
mison
a
based
convictions
honest
his
comment.
a
is
But
this
provoked
News Kf the disaster reached this city ered from the wrecked towns.
from a private school and enrolled In were "initiating" him,
world ot change. I am neither asham taken Judgment.
(Continued on (age five).
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NOY BEEN TOLD YET
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 12. Mark-- I
ed progress toward an agreement on
j the administration
currency bill by six
of the Democratic members of the
banking committee resulted in a
request that action by the Democratic
conference called for today be de-
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PUEBLO SCHOOL BOY IS FATALLY
HAZING OF COMRADES
INJURED

i
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TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIIU1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

INTER

GROCERY GO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
lAlaaaaJ

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL VvWWQ
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Goal

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

DENVER

THE

RAILROAD

& RIO GRANDE

'MISSOURI-PACIF-

CO.

Ml.

& SUUIHtKH

ST. LOUIS, IRUN MOUNTAIN

Depot.

CO.

RAILWAY

IC

Ra&Voad

& S. F.

T- -

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
AND SOUTHERN POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pac- if
ss

ic-lr-

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coat
Points-Den- ver
'& Rio Grand I
llllUUUII LIIlL Western Pacific Raiiway-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
I

InK

Gorge-Feath-

THE FORUM.

EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

Back for an Old One-Sa- nta How a
Fe Resident Made a Bad
Back Strong.

A New

and Meat, $3.50 per
Oyster Shells
$2.50 " "
Meat Scraps,
lb.
$ .05
Ground Charcoal,
"
"
.03
$

....
...

The New Mexican is pleased to answer K. B. P. ' questions in an effort
to place the truth before the reading
public, as follows:

The back aches at times with a dull
you
Indescribable
feeling, making
weary and restless; piercing pains
shoot across the region of the kidneys
and again the loins are so lame that
to stoop is agony. No use to rub or
apply a plaster to the back if the kidneys are weak. You cannot reach the
cause. Follow the example of this
Santa Fe citizen.
Miss Adela Arias, Santa Fe, N. Mex ,
says: "I suffered from a dull, heavy
ache in the small of my back. I was
frequently bothered by headaches and
dizzy spells. I felt tired and didn't
Doan s Kidney
1
Perhaps a half dozen out of the have any ambition.
thirty-onare scientists. Only three iMHs cured all these ailments, and I
are American arcnaeoiogisis.
.ui niive oeen in goou ueaiui ever hiuub.
one of them would rank with the men ;r a cold settles on my kidneys, I take
i few doses of Doan's Kidney Pills
:the New Mexican has quoted.
'and
Mexican
New
No.
2.
The
prints
scienthey fix me up all right. When
of
them
a
Are
2
majority
first used Doan's Kidney Pills
their names in another column and
tists?
them-ii
.vas so grateful for the benefit they
our readers can count them for
selves.
t;tive me that I recommended them. I
think just as highly of them now, as
3. The New Mexican has not been I did then."
3
Was Dr. Hewett elected by a
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Igood majority of this board of mana-- I informed as to the majority.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
gers ?
-- No.
New York, sole agents for the United
of
4. Do you consider the board
Stales.
managers of the school of archaeology
Hemember the name Doan's and
competent to elect a director for the
take no other.
school?
5.
No. Some of them were former
5. Are the four scientists mention
members of the ly members, but out of regard for SPENCER'S COMMENTS ON
ed in the article
JURY WHICH WILL TRY HIM
their scientific reputation resigned.
board of managers?
6.
Chicago, Nov. 11. Rapid progress
(See above).
6.
If so, is that not the proper
to try Henry
in selecting a jury
place for them to express their disapfor the murder of Mrs. Mil- Spencer
of
Dr.
Hewett?
proval
7. No.
There are many scientist dred Allison Rexroat was made at
7. Are the scientists mentioned In
All of them Wheaton today despite the Interrup-Beethe article, the ONLY scientists In the in the United States.
to be united in opposition to Mr. tions of the defendant who, in the
United States?
Hewett, with the exception of the opinion of State's Attorney Hadjey, is
half dozen mentioned under No. 1.
feigning insanity.
8. Not when the real scientists of
Spencer referred to Hadley as "Old
Would you not consider it a safe
to efforts
and correct attitude for those who the country differ in opinion with the Baldy," and referred loudly"bone-healot his own attorneys as
are not scientists and archaeologists "dummies" who sit on the board.
ilays." Sheriff Kuhn silenced him
to assume that the opinion of the ma
from time to time when he became too
jority of the board of managers as to
The defendant said that the
noisy.
who was competent to serve as dijurors were a bunch of "rummies who
rector was their surest guide?
.
don't know anything but to get up at
A.
four o'clock and milk cows all day."
no
criticism
would
been
have
There
under caption
In the paragraph
the
in
of
Mr.
for
Hewett
objecting
"How It Started" it says that it was
Coffee
Mr. Hewett himself who started the chamber of commerce to printing thr
trouble by his objection to printing legend In question on the envelope?
For every can of Schilon envelopes that Santa Fe was the As a matter of fact, he did not. Mr.
oldest city in the United States. (It Hewett attended the meeting an.l
ling's Best coffee that
would seem that Dr. Hewett is sus- neither protested against the action
tained in his historical judgment in nor voted against it. The only vote
doesn't, suit you in every
this.) Also the trouble was further against was Mr. Morley's. Whether
fanned by four regents of the school Mr. Hewett is correct In his "histori
way, we pay the grocer for
of cal" judgment has nothing to do with
who voted to oust the chamber
to
stato
was
matter.
his
the
It
duty
Old
Palace.
commerce from the
you the retail price.
Does not this statement at oncehis judgment at the meeting. After
of
commerce
had
taken
the
chamber
take the matter from the realm of
So of course you are to
science and place it on the basis of a action it was too late for Mr. Hewett
as
to
His
else
or
protest.
anyone
ipersonal difference and animosity?
keep what's left.
sumption that Mr. Dorman could re
of
verse the action of the chamber
doesn't happen often
commerce in other words, that Mr.
Dorman was the chamber of commerce
enough to worry us.
takes the matter quite above the
basis of a personal difference.
cans
In aroma-tigh- t
B.
B.
40c
granulated,
Cleanly
Is tbe school under any obligation
The school is under no obligation to
a lb.
to furnish rooms, heat and light to the house the chamber of commerce, nei
chamber of commerce?
ther is the chamber of commerce under any obligation' to' eonceal Its opin
ion of the directorship of the school.
Editor New Mexican:
In your Monday's New Mexican is
an article headed "Hewett Distrusted
by Scientists, Is Lauded by Santa
Fe Club Women." The first paragraph
states that the "Santa Fe club women
decided to disagree with the great
scientists of the country."
under
In order to get a correct
standing of this matter we would like
to ask the writer of The article a few
questions and will greatly appreciate
unbiased and "archaeologically" correct answers, as our desire is only to
get at the truth of the matter:
1, Are the men who compose the
board of managers of the School of
Archaeology scientists?
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Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

GORMLEY'S
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CYH.

GENERAL STORE

PHONE 19"W,
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PHOITE 40.

PHONE 85 MAIN.
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN

Electricity plays a most imporThe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

n

ODS,

tant part.

desired.

'

POWER
IS QUITE SO,

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready tor the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

It

ever-fres-

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

FOR INFORMATION

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

i

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.

L. A. HUGHES,

R.

C. L, POLLARD,

President.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

We have understood that this bitter, personal fight on the director may
of the
endanger the continuance
school at this place.
Has not each and every one a right
to voice a protest against Its removal,
or to express their appreciation of
the good work performed by Dr. Hewett for Its location here in the first
place. Should gratitude die, because
a few men differ in their opinions?
E.

HEAZDQ.U-A.IRriEIR--

FOR

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

EST" Your Business Solicited."
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the
War Department.

U

S.

Located In the beautiful Peeot
Valley , 1,700 (eet above aea level,
sunshine every day. Ope air
work throughout the entire sea-IoCondition (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL auoh aa eannotbe found
elaewhere la America. Fourteen offleaia and Instructor, all
fradaatee from standard Eaat
Tea bulldinga.
rn eoUecea,
modem in every respect.

Bet enti :
E. A. CAHOOH,

j.

Presides.

E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.

c

for

JOHN W. POi Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
particulars and Illustrated eata-Ceddreea,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

We have nothing against the cham
ber of commerce if it will only follow
its avowed slogan of "Boosting" (and
stop knocking) and try to bring MORE
enterprise to us here.
But nothing will ever come to this
town that Buits everybody, neither!
will their business be conducted in a
manner, nor their officials be elected
to suit everybody, why not take that
for granted?
If this little town ever becomes the
city we hope to see, we will have to
appreciate and hold on to all that
comes to us that is good and worth
while, praising the good and bearing
with the things we do not like with
brotherly kindness, till such times as
they can be changed to suit us or we
to suit them.
It takes of the spirit of appreciation, charity and forbearance to build
enterprises, cities and commonwealths.
Cannot we exercise a modicum of
these virtues even In the high altitude of Santa Fe?
(Signed) K. B. P.

Certainly not. It is Mr. Hewett and
his supporters at Washington who are
at this moment trying to punish the
people of Santa Fe because of his differences with the ' chamber of com- merce.

E.

GETS IN TRUNK TO
SHIELD HIMSELF
New York, Nov. 12. After losing an
election bet of $100 and finding himself
unable to pay It, Joseph Cohen, a fur

Importer's clerk, stole the amount
from his firm's safe, according to his
alleged confession to the police today,
and then locked himself in a trunk in
an effort to stage a robbery in which
he was to play the role of victim.
A member of tbe firm who rescued
Cohen from the trunk shortly after
SPANKS HIS WIFE
the supposed robbery, thought it
LECTURE FOLLOWS strange
that the "thieves" leit behind
$75,000 worth of furs, and had Cohen
Cohen, it is said, then coa
New York, Nov. 12. When Luther arrested.
lesced.
Sisson, an ice man of Brooklyn, at
tempted to chastise a child of his, his
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
wife Charlotte interefereu.
FOR CATARRH THAT
The Ice man seized her, turneu uer
CONTAIN MERCURY
over his knee and the. flat of his right
hand administered two or three re- as mercury will surely destroy the
'sense of smell and completely derange
sounding slaps where he thought it the whole
system when entering It
would do most good. Mrs. Sisson bad
through the mucous surfaces. Such
him arrested.
articles should never be used except
Sisson explained to Magistrate
that he thought corrective mea on prescriptions from reputable physi
sures helped the wife as well as the cians, as the damage they will do is
toId to tne eood you can possibly
children, so he just administered an V
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
spanking to his spouse,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney
The magistrate read him a lecture, Cure,
and also told the wife not to interfere & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
with her husband, Then he suspend- - and is taken internally, acting directly
upon tbe blood and mucous surfaces
ed sentence.
of the system.
In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
We
SubBerlba for the Santa
genuine. It Is taken Internally and
Mexican, the paper that boosts all made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
tbe time and works for the upbuild & Co., Testimonial free.
tall of our new Star.
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per
bottle.
New Mexican Want Ads. always
Take Hall's Family Fills for consti
bring results. Try it.
pation.
j

r;

SHORTOBDER BESTflURHNT

:
4M7.
Day or Nifht
Next Door to Postoffice.

Phone, IJO Main.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

REGULAR MEALS.

Everyone has his right to voice his
approval of Mr. Hewett. Everyone
has also a right to voice his disapThe managing committee
proval.
seem to think the opponents of Hewett have no rights at all. The attempt
to punish them for expressing their
convictions will not In the long run
bring credit on the1 managing committee.
The chamber of commerce Is doing
everything in its power to boost the
school.
Its chautaiiqua committee is
attempting to do for the school what'
the scnooi nas never Deen ame to qo
for itself build up a summer session.
It is simply and solely in order to
boost the school that the chamber of
commerce is bound to "knock" what
It considers the greatest possible detriment to the school the present

License Numbers,

THE SANITARY

-

j

FUNERAL DIRlCTdRS

Majestic Cafe

C.

Should the School or the people)
have to suffer because of any person-- ;
between
al matters of disagreement
the chamber of commerce and the
school, or any members thereof?

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Open Day and Night.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Best Equipped, Most Modern.

Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO

SANTA FE, -

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

LOPEZ, PROP.
NEW MEXICO.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

QjiniAAruiTLaruinjvnAxrirutruturinxi

3

S

Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

ASK FOR TICKETS - SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FRESH
NEW YORK
BUCKWHEAT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points In
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

FLOUR
THE REAL ARTICLE
NO COMPOUND!

yV

East
Best feiUHHVWfimiM or

The

!

ALSO

A

to Torrance thence.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

full line of Pure
Maple Syrup

and
Cane Syrup to spread
on the

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

Delicious Cakes

it makes !
WARNER'S
HOME-MAD-

II

BREAD,

E

1
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,

are handled exclusively by us
GET THE HABIT!

I
5
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Prothan they did in of votes in Louisville, Ky., the
WOMEN VIS
of that HOW THEY WILL ENTERTAIN
for
candidate
mayor
gressivo
ARE
Here are the figures to prove it. In city would have been elected beyond
1912 the Progressive candidate polled
ITORS TO THE A. F. OF L. CONVENTION.
a gain of question.
122.G02; in 1913, 32H,6li";
Prothe
Is
for
era
A golden
opened
ENCOURAGED
4(ii5. In 1912 the Republican candiSLIPPED IN
AFTER MEN GOT ALL TANGLED UP SEATTLE WOMEN
date polled 14:1,697; in 19K!, 110,314; a gressive party. Kncouraged by the
LABOR.
OF
SISTERS
WELCOME
TO
will
Democratic
the
In
1912
loss of 27.2S3.
Tuesday elections Progressives
;
continue their struggle to achieve vicTHE ELECTIONS LAST WEEK SHOWED candidate polled 193,184; in 1913,
a loss or 12,Slli.
tory, realizing that in victory may be
THAT THE YOUNG PARTY IS STILL
reforms
Ill Massachusetts, as In New York, gained those governmental
the Progressives will hold the balance which are so essential to the penceSTRONG AND HAS LOST NONE OF
of power in the assembly, and should ful prosperity of all the people.
senatorial
ITS VIGORA GOLDEN ERA HAS ae accident occur in the
representation it will be the ProgresIt will not pay you to waste your
OPENED.
sives who will be able to name the time writing out your legal forms
man that shall represent the Old Bay when you can get thorn already printMexican
state in the United States senate.
ed at the New
Printing
Washington. D. C, Nov. 12. John
Here are the figures in connection Company,
will
with the MassaehiiRelts legislature:
Purroy Mitehel, of New York,
say that the Progressives solely were
Senate,
responsible for his nomination by the
Representation
Representation
Gain.
Loss.
1913 election.
fusion committee. For two years Mc- 1912 election.
Party.
2
2
0
Ancny, a Democrat, had labored for Progressive
20
27
The
nomination.
the fusion
standpat Republican
B
IS
13
Republican organization solidified its Democrat
Asse
mbly.
Whit
forces behind District Attorney
18
1
lf
Progressive
man, who later, running for
111
137
received the endorsement of
Republican
12
10(5
91
At the psychological moment Democrat
the Progressives sprung ihe name of
Mitehel and he was nominated by the
While Everett Colby, the Progres- ROLLS ONTO TRACK
fusion committee. It was the earnest, sive candidate for governor, received
WRECKS TRAIN
enthusiastic support of the Progres onlv 45.00(1 votes in New Jersey, the
of
that
lost
be
not
sight
election
must
Mitchels
fact
sives which made
Jefferson City, Mo., Nov. 12. A penossible. The New York Mail, a Pro the new party ran counter in that
Sulthe
state to the heaviest kind of odds. culiar accident happened to a Missouri
gressive newspaper, published
zer revelations showing tne attempts Colby's vole would have been largely Pacific freight train near Morrison, 35
of "Boss" Murphy to compel a man swollen had not many Progressives miles east of here, this afternoon. A
elected to the governship to turn the feared that, Stokes, the Republican hobo was sleeping on the side of a
state over to the grafters.
candidate, might win. Stokes sought bluff overlooking the track. He rolled
that
beNor was the mayoralty the only vic- to confuse the issue by declaring and down the steep side and landed
been for Roosevelt
tween the rails. Charles Hays, the
tory achieved by the progressives in he had always
RePro- that he was really a "progressive"
Twenty-threengineer, observed the man rolling
New. York state.
Both the Democrats and down and put. on the
emergency
gressives were elected as members of publican.
had a brakes just in time to save his life,
the ceneral asrembly, and 20 candi Republicans in New Jersey
that of the Re- stopping the engine less than 10 feet
dates, Republicans and Democrats, large campaign fund,
a quarter of a mil- from the tramp. The hobo skedadwho were swept into office enjoyed publicans totaling
as opposed to a paltry dled. The train was stopped so sudProgressive endorsement. This fusion lion dollars,
of the Colby denly that the cars buckled and there
was necessary in order to defeat $15,000 at the dtsposal
was a wreck.
committee.
men
or
Barnes
men
either Murphy's
to defeat
sought
of
the
The
wrest
control
Progressives
legislature
and to
Stokes by polling about 40,000 votes.
from this infamous alliance.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
ProTurn to the states where the issues They succeeded. Moreover, many
offices.
to
local
elected
were
,
where the struggles gressives
were clear-cutMontezuma.
lnv hetween the Progressives on the
Here is a partial list of the cities In
W. W. Wilson, Kansas City.
were elected
the one and and the two old parties which Progressives
C. F. Bishop, St. Louis.
on the other.
Staid, conservative mayor:
E. P. Rambolt, Boswell.
Johnstown
Massachusetts, assumed to be the
New York
Syracuse,
Geo. Real, Roswell.
is
of
standpatism,
hearthstone
very
and Amsterdam.
Jno. T. Beat, RoBwell.
slowly but surely taking its place in
C. L. Walker, Roswell.
New Jersey Ashbury Park, Chatcolumn.
the Progressive
Glen Rridgo, Collingswood, Point
R. B. Jenkins, Roswell.
Think nf It! The Progressive can ham,
and Pitman.
Pleasant
II. B. Duncan, Denver.
didate for governor actually polled
Ohio Canton.
Joe
Gilinski, Omaha.
in
more votes In 1913 than he poueu
K. R. Mayer, Denver.
North Vernon, Richmond,
Indiana
1912.
of
the presidential campaign
F. S. Shannon, Oklahoma City.
Think nf it! Both the old Demo ' Marion and Seymour.
Duncan Graham, Denver.
Had it not been for the corruption
cratic and Republican parties polled

less votes in

Wonderful Blood Remedy
That Works in the Tissues

PROGRESSIVES

191

2500

1!

1912.

1S0.-::S-

Tka Very Latest Theory About Hour and Why the
Blood is Disordered.

S. S. S. Means Pure Blood Which Insures long Life and Health.
u. . AllU ,1, ltJIClHIUIQ .....
The sreat experts in Chemistry and
all has a rapid and positive antidotal effect
"Physiology now declare what hasLabthat
influences
upon all those irritating
along been contended by the Swift
sore throat, weak
cause rheumatism,
I
nrttrt h.o1ra fl Hrl
oratory that the germs of blood ofdisorders
.Viln
rcnlnlit
the tls.
find lodgment in the interstices
that weariness of muscle and nerve that
sues.
to Is generally experiences oy mi muumn
B.
B.
goes
S.
And herein Is where
wonwith poisoned blood.
work rapidly, effectively and with
Got a bottle of S. S. S. at any drug
derfully noticeable results.
store, and in a few days you will not only
This famous blood purifier contains
ana
feel bright, and energetic, but you will be
medicinal components Just as vltul
essential to healthy blood as the nutritive the picture of new life.
elements of wheat, roast beef, and fats
S. S. S. Is prepared only In the laboraand the sugars that make up our daily tory of the Swift Specific Co., 201 Swift
'at'011- Bldg, Atlanta, Ga. Who maintain a very
As a matter or fact there Is one Ingre- Alnunf lUnHnal Tlannnmnt. wherA all
serves
S.
the
active
which
8.
S.
In
dient
who have any blood disorder of a stub
purpose of stimulating each cellular part born nature may write ireeiy
auviuo,
Judicious
and
of the body to the healthy
S. S. S. is sold everywhere by all drug
selection of its own essential nutriment.
tores.
That Is why it regenerates the blood sup.
inBeware of all attempts to sell you
ply; why it has such a tremendous
fluence in overcoming eczema, rash, pim- something "Just as good." Insist upon
s.
s,
afflictions.
skin
ples, and all

a

40; Oklahoma, 58; Phoenix, 60; Portland, 36; Pueblo, 42; Rapid City, 30;
Roseburg, 44; Roswell, 52; Salt Lake,
38; San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 28;
Willistdn, 32; Winne-muccShamokin, Pa., Not. 12 While Tonopah,36. 36;
Stephen Gabut, a young business man,
Local Data.
was homeward bound early after at-

TWO GIRL THUGS
ASSAIL YOUNG MAN

.

lam-man-

.

e

Highest temperature this date last
year, 48; lowest, 30. Extreme this
date, 41 years record, highest, 70 in
1878; lowest, 12 in 1882.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threatening with probably light rain tonight,
Thursday partly cloudy and cooler.
For New Mexico: Fair in south
portion, cloudy in north portion, with
probably local rains tonight and
Thursday; cooler in southern portion
tonight.
Conditions.
The plains region, eastern slope of
the Rockies and South Pacific are
still dominated by low barometer, but
The range of temperature yester- over the North Pacific an area of
day was from 35 to 58; the humidity high barometer is advancing. Much
was 48 per cent. It was a clear, pleas- cloudiness continues in the southwest,
ant day with a mean temperature of the Salt Lake basin and Pacific coast,
6 degrees, above the average.
AMERICAN
with rain in western Colorado, Utah, WHAT
The temperature at 8 a. m. today Arizona, Nevada and parts of Califorwas 38 in Santa Fe; in other cities as nia. Temperatures are higher in the
southwest and over the plains country
follows:
Amarillo, 44; Bismarck, 32; Boise, but a decided fall in temperature has
occurred in the far northwest. Condi36; Cheyenne, 48;. Dodge City, 40;
with
38; Flagstaff, 42; Grand Junc- tions favor threatening weather
By A MILITARY EXPERT.
for The New
tion, 34; Helena, 28; Kansas City, 56; probably rain in this section tonight; (Written Especially
Mexican).
Lander, 32; Los Angeles, 58; Modena, Thursday partly cloudy and cooler.
t tho Tinltort States intervenes in
tn restore order, we shall first
have to' whip the Mexicans into
What sort of soldiers will
our invading army have to fight?
The sort, of soldiers the inmates
of the county jails would make.
The sort of regiments commanded
than our
by men getting less pay
union carpenters.
The sort of an army that, with a
the
grand total of 90,000 men, requires
Aim to make that strong and digestion good and you
of 109 generals.
services
will keep well I No chain is stronger than its weakest
The Mexican army is a
ofWith
link. No man is stronger than his Btomach.
with a lot of highly trained
army
of
a
. stomach disordered a train of diseases follow.
jealous,
group
in
the
line,
ficers
in com- ambitious, general officers

tending a social function, ha was stopped '.v the middle of a bridge hy two
young women wearing black masks
cent-rinthe upper part of their faces.
K:i'li had a slung shot, nh'cli they
used in brutally assaulted Gabut, striking him on the head and shoulders until he sank to the floor of the bridge.
When several
persons approached,
the girls disappeared. Gabut was badHe
says the women never
ly injured.
spoke to him. He is mystified as to
what caused them to attack him.

THE WEATHER

SOLDIERS
INVADE

WE

ui

WILL

HAVE

TO

FIGHT

MEXICO.
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sub-infir-

Golden Medical Discovery

makes the stomach healthy, the liver active and the Hood pore. Made from
In
forest roots, and extracted without the use of ulcohol. Sold hy drugg-lstsliquid form at $1.00 per bottle for over 40 years, giving general aatiulaction.

It yon prefer tablets as modified by B. V. Pierce, M. D., these can be
bad of medicine dealers or trial box by mall on receipt of 50c In stamps.
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W. Stad-s- .
tn riaht from too to bottom Mrs. Minnie Ault, Mrs. Alta
Ida M. Shute, Mrs. Zamora Cauff- Mr
Monroe
Jessie
Llghtfoot,
Mrs.
ler,
man.
Nov. 12. "Holy ments, owns and manages an apartSeattle, Wash.,
ment house. Mrs. Ida M. Shute, chairsee
lm misy;
smoke! Can't you
man
of the committee on conventions
I?
can
at
once,
can't do a dozen things
and excursions, runs an incubator
What d'you think!"
store and a chicken ranch. Mrs.
Thus the men, stewing and fussing. Elizabeth C. Kittredge, chairman of
women
The
Then came the woman.
ths committee on decorations, is gennf WnHblncton vote, practice law and eral manager of a vacuum cleaner serrun
medicine, engage in business and
vice, Mrs. Alta W. Stadler, chairman
for office.
of the committee on entertainment, is
the field representative for a big con"Let us help," said the women.
The 33d annual convention of the densed milk company. Mrs. Cauffman
American Federation of Labor opened apportioned the work. Each chairman
here on November in. Many organiza- knew exactly what she had to do.
On the 14th they will entertain
tions of men offered to help entertain
all the women and many of the men at
delegates.
It's a sizeable job. There are 1000 a gigantic banquet.
Th multitude will be fed in relays.
delegates to the convention and probare but so carefully have the caterers and
ably 4000 other visitors. Fully half
their waiters been drilled that the
women.
The Seattle Women's Commercial women promise no delays.
There will be a place in an autoclub came to the rescue, undertaking
HHOO
women, delegates mobile for every woman visitor in the
to entertain
big parade. All will be personally
and the wives of delegates.
Mrs. Zamora C. Cauffman. presi- greeted, piloted about, and generally
dent, has a hair store. Mrs. Jessie entertained. does
it," says Mrs. Cauff"System
M. Lightfoot, secretary, has a printchair- man, calmly. "Map out the work, apBelinda
Mrs.
Tarp,
ing shop.
man of the committee on arrange- portion it, do it."
i

The Stomach
Is the Target

pr. pierces

IF
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i
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TRIAL OF MURDERER

OF MRS. GAY STARTED.

IF. YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the

business-buildin-

power of

g

first-cla-

ss

Bond Paper and
stationery, you would choose your own
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify

Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 12. Robbery, not maniacal impulse prompteda
the murder of Mrs. Rebecca P. Gay,
Christian Scient practitioner of this
city, according to the theory of the
nrnnerution. unfoMed today ill the
trial of Burr Harris, the young negro
New Mexican Want Ads. always
who confessed the crime. Attorneys tem- bring results.
Try it.
of
a
set
plea
up
In
have
Harris
soldiers.
for
of
revolutionary Above, General Orozeo and typical buncn
con
or
"ruralescenter, regular army on dress parade. Below ,at left,
stabulary; at right, regular army men in .y....
on the Pacific nothing to these soldiers. The officers
quarters at Acapulco
In jail meant a whole lot. So they just
coast.
And
released them.
the fighting
Mexican
of
the
character
From the
mand of the larger units and a mass
started.
Latin
explosive,
in soldier, the emotional,
of shifty, ignorant
followWhy didn't the officers of the varIndian type, a large personal
the ranks.
is ious commands stop the mutinies that
a Ann military school supplies the ing for the commanding general
occurred?
The jails sup- quite readily formed, and the various
officers for the line.
The insurrectos
are about the
of the army become not an
a
sections
is
This
literally
the
privates.
plied
.ni,pH whole, but a group of sep same kind. They form the personal
fact.
are
which
arate units, the parts of
following of the several men who have
com- nerve and brains
enough to propose
consisted of 60,000 men. Service was loyal only to their Immediate
dis
themselves as the head of the repubcaring nothing for the
compulsory on the citizens. But me manders,
whom they lic fnst nf them have served in the
nrriinnrtr nitizen was relieved of the tant .ninmnnder-in-chle- f
never see and who Is nothing to tbem. j army which means that most of them
necessity for this service hy the magis
are police court convicts.
trates in the various districts, v. no with the kind of a commander-inwas
The r'irnles, a force of some 3000
Qonteiieefl ail nettv offenders to a chief Diaz made, this situation
Disloyalty to him men under the interior department
term of service in the army and thus easily handled.
was never had a chance among the gen- NOT the war department are probably
kept the ranks filled. This term
for five years. Thus the army became erals. A file of soldiers and a stone the best soldiers in the republic. They
Hence there am hettpr nairl hertpr clothed and bet
a reformatory Institution and the off- wall prevented that.
were was no disloyalty among the troops. ter armed. The government can't get
icers, trained in the arts of war,
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
ru
mmnelled to add to their duties tnose
But under a weak or let us say a out of that. Why? Because the ban- are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
of wardens and guards.
rales, with few exceptions, are
less unbending personality, like
and keep the blood pure. The only way to
The reserve force is similarly
it was auite possible for the gen dits nure and siniDle. Thieves, cut the poisons,
serv
will. positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
what
you
hnt from men who have
sit
The
throats,
highwaymen,
do
as
to
erals
they pleased.
are the best
ed with the colors a required length uation today shows that now tney who have been enlisted under the the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills
is because they are
troubles
and
bladder
from pracfor
them
to
medicine
national
of time.
kidney
do
flag
it.
to
keep
are proceeding
is divided Into
Tha
trade in an illegal way. made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
Madero's misttake or his principal ticing theirvent
10
sub
with
divisions
for their preying pro- ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imthree grand
or
eiix They find
removal
the
was
mistake
'mere is uie run and one or two other revolution- - clivities on the other bandits.
Kidney Pills
divisions or xones.
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley
.iivinlnn of the federal district
are tonic in action,
troubles.
is the Mexican army the Ambladder
and
That
They
the
in
for
had
who
'ary
kidney
followings
your
leaders
with headquarters in Mexico City; the
and sailors will meet quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
army, to Mexico City jails, wnere tneir erican soldiers to
Mexico.
grand division or tne soumeast wuu
when
They can
the
of
get
formed
they
part
t
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY,
In Vera Cruz, and the loyal supporters
headquarter
lack
but
organization.'
meant
they
.viaaero
the
fight
of
city,
head garrison
grand division of the wes, with

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble
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COUPON BOND
(Fac-Simi- U

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
COUPON
because by comparison you would find that
quality-chara- cter
in
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper

impiveness,
really productive--

and all that makes stationery

.

JuS specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

;

NEW

Let us show you samples.
PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MEXICAN

AGENTS.

porary insanity for their client.
Witnesses were called today to identify Harris as the man seen about Mrs.
and
Gay's office before the murder
Mrs. Fannie Bailey, the murdered
woman's sister, Identified the purse,
which the state contends Harris looted of $50, after taking it from the
body of his victim.
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mer school was expected to draw Cutting, publisher of the New MexiSemitic Archaeologist.
can, arose and asked Dr. Rolls to
great throngs of students!
Twitchell, Col. R. E E. Las Vegas
The resolutions concluded asking produce copies of the New Mexican
Lawyer Historian.
that Hewett be given a continuous ten- showing any statements incorrect as Vaile, Mrs. Joel, nee Anna L.
Denver Teacher.
ure of office and expressed the desir to fact.
Dr. Rolls
Wall, Col. E. A. Salt Lake City?
ability of locating the School of Arch statements replied that there had been
Wasn't Boas Justified?
aeology at Santa Fe permanently. The scientist and that Hewett is not a
added: "We have heard
Should competent or Incompetent
support of the society was asked to
individuals
and from other Semitic, Egyptian and classical pro,from many
be pledged Mr. Hewett.
8
is a scien- - fessors direct AMERICAN archaeoloits crew- of nine men. Captain Louis
Dr.
the resolutions
After
reading
what i88l,et
the gy? Should zoologists, politicians, lawSteunsky, of the Martin, reported that Rolls made the
remark about j1'"1- MAfed " was
IsGull
it
the Plymouth anchored near
by yers, clergymen, physicians, diplo,
of the school movimr to
land Saturday morning while the tug Los
ttuslness men to the New Mexican that Hewett is not mats, business men, school teachers
inciting
Angeles
sought shelter a few miles below.
cuuiu and even squaw belted litterateurs be
xji. iiuuo oa.u
...to .ho -- .on,! l,at ovorv offnrt
.;"
declared "chosen for their fitness", to
Returning later he was unable to be put forward now to prevent such no' ":ep,y off hnf
of fact," con serve on such a board? Can these two
The main
find any trace of the barge and he action. Then he read an extract from
thought it was probable that the a telegram sent by Frank Springer tinued Mr. Cutting, "was the steadily dozen or more people, granted Aat
craft broke from its moorings and which began by saying that Santa Fe dwindling attendance of the school, I they are efficient in their own "line"
have yet to find that statement contro- (which is not true in every case)
sank.
.. ' '
may depend on her real friends to pro-ler
verted."
speak with authority on American arf
The identity of four of the seven
her, but Santa Fe owes it to
Thornton arose and
chaeology? Are they competent to
men on the Plymouth is not known
to resent the attack' on an emithe statement of Prof. Tozzer direct "everything that concerns the
here. The others are Christopher nent scientist or similar words.
that
work
Mpwptt'a
of
rnultp
mptlinHa
work of the school in its obligation to
Keenan, a deputy United States Mar"
The telegram was read rapidly and ;,.,.
,H1Ihw otnt,k nri ,nrahas,ori science and to education?
shal and James Sabota, both of this i day Dr. Rolls smilingly declined to
"You ought to know
a
not
scientist
Was
Tozzer,
like
Boas
great
saying:
of
Axel
Marinette,
and
Larson,
city,
t ive the entire message for publica- that Tozzer Is only an instructor."
justified in resigning from such a
WiB.
t)ll.
Governor Thornton made no reply
Lost.
Barge Reported
"Well, Mr. Springer put the quietus later In the
evening when Mr, Walter
Fort William, Ont., Nov. 12. Fears on this story that the school is going
Tozzer is an assistant proNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
were entertained today that the steam , , m0ve, didn't he?" Dr. Rolls was stated that
fessor.
Department of the Interior,
doctor
and
The
barge Butters and her crew of twenty
laughed
today.
That Word "Bias."
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
have been lost between here and a walked away.
There was further discussion about
Oct. 30, 1913.
point on the south shore, one hundred
Crist Offers Suggestions.
out the word "bias" and Dr.
Notice is hereby given that Cipriano.
cutting
and fifty miles from here, where she
Following the reading of the reso- Rolls hastened to inform the audience Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
was to have taken a cargo of lumber. lutions last night, J. H. Crist, the lawword "bias" did not refer to Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
The barge put out on Friday afternoon yer, made a lengthy plea to omit that the
the New Mexican but to "Tozzer and No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
in a heavy gale. A search was institupassages about the attacks which ap- some other gentlemen."
ft. F.
NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, townted for the craft today.
peared In the New Mexican worded
had a word to add to the dis- ship 17 N range 9 II, N. M. P. Meri': unfair in manner and biased in mo cussion and so did J. A. Wood who de- dian, has filed notice of intention ta
tives" saying that however much he clared that to eliminate certain words make five year
NO DANGER OF
proof, to establish
LOSING THE SCHOOL agreed with the resolution committee such as bias would be endorsing Hew-ett'- claim to the land above
described, belie certainly did not think it well to
critics.
fore the register and receiver, U. S.
more
friction.
stir
up any
(Continued From Page One.)
The resolutions were passed. A land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
.
Dr. Rolls said after reading the res- copy of the resolutions was received Dec. 9, 1913.
tee was not in sympathy with these olutions:
Claimant names as witnesses:
by the New Mexican but too late for
"It this society believes that the
attacks. Then followed a tribute to
in this issue. They will
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado..
publication
alleged "indomitable leader- .tacks were altruistic in motive and be printed tomorrow.
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoya,
ship" and his many activities from correct as to fact it should endorse
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Lummis Is Heard From.
Honduras to Alaska," his training of them; but as this committee knows
, FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Following the passage of the resolumen and women; the establishment of that the attacks were biased in moRegister,
tive and incorrect as to fact, there- tion Secretary Walter began to read a
the summer school, etc.
F. LumCharles
from
letter
be
Mr.
should
denounced.
sum
lengthy
fore
this
resolutions
the
they
by
Judging
mis, litterateur of Los Angeles. Mr.
Walter read until he was tired and
then suggested that Judge McFie con- - f
THAT RAILROAD HE'S
WHERE WILL UNCLE SAM POT IT
tinue it.
This was the letter the New MexiGOING TO BUILD IN ALASKA ? IT'S SOME QUESTION
can mentioned yesterday as one that
will be printed provided the New MexAND EVERYONE HAS AN ANSWER, ESPECIALLY
ican can protect itself against the
libel laws. Mr. Walter expurgated
All other chocolates seem
THE GUGGENHEIMS!
some of the "interesting passages"
and omitted a certain reference to
after you once
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, though just ordinary
"
'
v"
he did read that Lummis said he did try
They are just
not dream Twitchell was "implicated
in this sorry matter" as to Santa Fe as pure and wholesome as they
being the oldest city.
We secured
He did not read page 10 concerning are delicious.
Prince. On page 16 Mr.
for the Huyler line:
Jia.ttr omitted the reference to alleged
grafters and accidents getting into knowing there is nothing finer,
Who's Who.
because we know too that
The letter dwelt at length on Mr. and
Tozzer and Mr. BoaB, but said not a
will
unconsciously
people
word about the cause of the dwindsesof our stock
value
summer
ling attendance at the
judge the
sions of the school of archaeology.
lines we.
Some of the references to Prof. Toz- by the individual
zer brought smiles to the faces of the
wiil
be glad to
We
ardent supporters of Mr. Hewett but carry,
the "slams" began to grow so personal have you judge this confecand in questionable taste that the secretary skipped entire passages. There tionery as soon as convenient.
jyag.'a look of disgust on the faces of
In packates from ioc, up.
several listeners. One of the most
of
and
active
supporters
prominent
Hewett at last night's meeting, in discussing the letter today with a representative of the New Mexican, said:
"That letter certainly was disgusting,
or rather a disgrace. I am sorry so
much of it was read!"
University Men?
In the letter from Lummis, mention
was made of the people on the managTHE MERRIAM WEBSTER
ing committee. The list was read by The Only New unabridged dicDr. Rolls in the resolutions and certionary in many years.
tain names were read by Mr. Walter
Contains the pith and essence
l
from the Luinnus letter with the
of an authoritative library.
"You will see
side 'imark:
Covers every field of knowlnearly all of them are University
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
Wol-cot-

HERE'S THE

WHO

LAD

IN

PUT

BAT

THE

RECENT STORM WAS

RECORD BREAKER

(Continued From Page One.)

BATTERING!
j

during the storm. The
inference, of opinion is due to the
fact that the overturned hull of the
mysterious vessel is reported as helng
Mack and the Kegina is said to have
been a green bottom,
An official representing the owners
of the Kegina, has visited the scene
of the wreck and he does not believe
that it is his vessel. A theory ol
collis-- j
li'iiny present that there, was a
vessel
ion between the unidentified
and tlie Regina, that the former went
lover immediately while the llegina's
crew abandoned their own boat and
took to life boats. Those who adhere
to this belief think the wreck of the
Regina will be found In another place.
down

j

Leafield

Right End Loudon, Human

Battering

Ram.

No individual player did more to put
a crimp in Princeton's championship
aspirations than Loudon, right end of
the husky Dartmouth eleveu, which

spilled the Tigers this fall for the

sec-

ond time in two years. This fall, and
last year as well, Loudon performed
brilliantly and earned for himself the

title of human battering ram.
LEADER

HOSPITAL

IS ON THE

1

;

De Vargas.

1
I

Missing.

Fort William, Ont., Nov. 12. Fears
today were expressed for the steamer
Leafield, aground on Angus Island, beyond Thunder Cape, by officers of the
passenger steamer Hamonic. The tug
I. T. Home made two searching trips,
but was unable to find any trace of the
Leafield. Marine men believe that
she slid off the rocks and sank at once.
She was loaded with steel rails and
carried a crew of 15 men.
The steamer Nottingham is aground
on Persian
Island, 20 miles from
White Fish bay. Her bottom is all
gone.

Barge Reported Down.
Menomonee, Mich., Nov. 12. It was
reported here today that the barge
Plymouth went down in last Sunday'sstorm near Gull Island, Lake Michlgan, just off the entrance of Green
bay. She had seven men on hoard.
Cleveland Recovering.
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 12. As today
progressed, prospects for a speedy resumption of street car traffic were
bright and it was expected that the
railroads also would establish communication with the outside world on
a basis approaching much nearer to
schedule time than yesterday. Bright
sunshiny weather prevailed.
In the city this morning the Detroit
avenue line, one of the great traffic
arteries of the city, and a few cross-towlines were still out of commission. Hundreds of laborers were at
work clearing the tracks, however,
was only a matter
and the
of hours,
Vessels were only able to clear
Cleveland port. Life savers and tug
owners were on the outlook for traces
of wrecks on Lake Erie.
While the railroads, street car lines
and interurban systems are approach
ing ordinary conditions, the telegraph
and telephone companies ,will not be
able to restore their lines completely
for weeks and perhaps everi months.
The end of the scarcity of food is
at hand. Several trains loaded with
meats, butter and green vegetables
reached the railroad yards this afternoon. The milk situation was relieved at noon by the arrival of 2,000
gallons of milk from Wellington, Ohio.
The Loss of the Plymouth.
Menominee, Mich., Nov. 12. The
tug Martin, which had the Plymouth
in tow, arrived in a sinking condition
late last night. It was at first report
ed that the Martin had been lost with
'

If. 0. Kriclison and wife. Pecos.
J. M. .McCracken, El Paso.
Harry Lee and wife, Albuquerque.
J. S. Pierce, Pittsburgh.
P. Phillips, Raton.
David B. Cole, New York.
Geo. Remley, Raton.
H. P. Fouls, Kansas City.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
D. F. Haskln, Las Vegas.
.1. C. Duncan, St. Joe.
L. S. Wilson, Raton.
C. E. Newcomer, City.
T. W. Waters, Denver.
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ELEVEN OF CREW ARE
DROWNED AT LISBON
Lisbon, Nov. 12. Eleven of the crew
of the Italian bark Elvo were drowned

when that vessel sank today in deep
water after striking a rock at the
mouth of the river Mira, while maneuvering to avoid a collision with another ship. Only three of the mem
bers of the crew were rescued, one
of these being John Clase.1, a
The Elvo was laden with lumber
and was on a voyage to Genoa from
Gulfport, Miss., whence she hailed on
September 1.0. She was a vessel of
1100 tons, built in 1SS2.
DEFAMATION

TRIAL ENDS
CASE GOES TO JURY.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 12. The case or
Daniel Donahoe, a lawyer, and Isaac
Stiefel, a private detective, charged
Ed Davis, captain of the Indiana with conspiring to deframe Clarence
State University eleven, now serving S. Funk, was given to a jury in Judge
his third year on the 'varsity squad, Pam's court here this afternoon.
is one of the most sadly disappointed
players in the western conference this
season. Injuries early in the fall kept
him on the side lines much of the
time while the team was being whip
ped into shape for its big games, and
the fact that he failed to get into the
Indiana-Illinoicontest was a hard
blow for "Big Ed," who plays tackle
when in shape.
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

THEY DON'T PLAY BASEBALL!"
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"BE AN ENGLISMAN? NO! NO!

A most engaging series of incidents
sustained by a love interest that appeals because of its sincerity, a prope-tangis ingeniously
of plot which
ravelled and then as artfully unravelled, a number of sharp dramatic
climaxes and real thrills, and above
all a sustained, wholesome and refreshing quality of fun, combine to
make "Officer 66(i" the best farce in
years. The piece furnishes many
mysterious and not a few melodramatic moments that are all the more
enjoyable because of the substantial
quality of its story in which additional
appeal is furnished by the fact that its
scenes are laid within a stone's throw
of the playhouse in which it was first
produced in New York.
"Officer Gfi" will register at the
Elks' theatre November 15.
"A riot of clean fun" exactly describes this famous melodramatic
farce which ran for nearly a year at
the Gaiety theatre in New York, and
when Gothamites continue to laugh
and applaud a comedy for that length
of time, it must be "some play."
"Officer f!6" ts a sure enough play. In
construction it Is absolutely novel, and
Its many scenes are so full of action,
its climaxes so tense In unexpected
Burprises, that its audiences are treated to thrill after thrill in a perfect
maze of mystery. If you want' to
laugh without interruption for two
mortal hours see "Officer 666,"
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Here Are the "31."
The New Mexican challenges that
statement and asks proof that even
half of them are university graduates.
Here is the list of names, residences
and occupation of the 31 persons,
though honorary and other degrees are
omitted:
Bixby, W. K. St, Louis Manufacturer.
Toronto
ClergyBryce, George.
man.
,
Bumpus, Herman Carey. Madison,
Wis. Zoologist.
Calero,' Manuel. Mexico City Polir
tician.
Washington
Carroll, Mitchell.
Classicist.
Clark, Wm. A. N. Y. City

The Guggenheims favor Cordova
they want to sell the Copper River
and Northwestern to Uncle Sam, have
Uncle Sam complete the line from
IChitina into Fairbanks and then lease
the whole road to them. Nice plan?
The Seward route is favored by
John E. Bellaine, owner of Seward
townsite, and by the Canadian bondx
SOSes' V
holders who had to take over the
Alaska Northern, which failed after
building 71 miles of line.
Valdez, which was ignored by the
Alaska railroad commission in its reV
port, still has hopes.
Collier, D. C San Diego, Calif.
Up to the present time Bellaine of
Real Estate.
went
has
the
He
hand.
upper
jSew,ard
Corwin, R. W. Pueblo, Colo. Phybefore a committee of congress last
sician.
is
and
it
showed
the
shortest
year
Cummings, Byron. Salt Lake City
route to the interior, taps more agriProfessor.
Kuskulana Bridge of the C. R. & cultural land than any other and is
Toronto
Currelly, Charles T.
The Road Uncle Sam so located that branch roads can be
N, W. Railway.
is Asked to Buy From the Guggen' built from it into more than half of Egyptologist.
ClasTronto
Fairclough, H. R.
heims; and, at Bottom, a Cut Through the Inland mining districts of Alaska.
Snow 30 Feet Deep on the Copper Realizing existing conditions, the sicist.
Fewkes, J. Walter. Washington
River Line.
Guggenheims have attempted to put
one over on Seward and the Kenai Ethnologist.
By E. O. SAWYER.
Fletcher, Alice C. Washington
peninsula. They sent an agent with
Cordova, Alaska, Nov. 12. Where a survey party up Prince Williams Americanist.
will Uncle Sam put It?
Foster, John W.
Washington
sound to Passage canal and surveyed
Put what?
a route 11 miles across Portage pass. Diplomat.
That Alaska railroad he is thinking This cuts 50 miles off the route from
Hammond, Mrs. John Hays Washof building from the southwestern iMatanuska coal fields to the sea. Then' ington.
coast to the Yukon valley.
this was tipped off (quietly, of course)
Hodge, F. W. Washington Ethand an order secured from the Coast nologist.
"What an absurd
question you and Geodetic Survey department for a
Holmes, William H. Washington-Ethnolo- gist.
must be a newcomer," said a man in j survey of Passage Canal.
Seward when I broached this railroad
.,. vfld al.
Hyde, Talbot B. New York
Th.
ranB,
subject.
Lummis, Charles F. Los Angele- sreadv been nassed im bv the Alaska
"There's only one route to the Yu-- Northern, owing to the dangers of Litterateur.
,
kon and that is from here up Kena! 'navigating Prince Williams sound in
McFie, Judge John R. Santa Fe
peninsula, then up the Susitna river winter and the danger to railroad line Lawyer.
to the divide and down to the Tan- - from glaciers. But there is still a
Paton, Lewis
Haven, Conn.
nana. Anybody will tell you that, ex- chance that it might prove tbe most
Semitic Archaeologist
York
Charles. New
cept the bunch at Valdez and Cordova, valuable place for the navy departPeabody,
and they're in with the Guggenheims." ment to build its coaling station at Pres. Mutual Life.
Miss Elizabeth. DavenPutnam,
"I'll tell you that the only feasible this point, so the Interior department
route for a railroad is out of Valdez," has crimped any plan to grab the har- port, Iowa ?
was the way a man from that town bor and
Scott, Joseph. Los Angeles LawThe bills now before congress pro- yer.
started in.
And
Seligman, James L. Santa Fe
viding for the building of this road
"Here's this road all built and in leave that question of route in the Merchant
'
Shipley, F. W. St. Louis Profesoperation, ready for the government hands of the president of the United
sor of Law.
to buy, so why shouldn't THIS be the States.
of Alaskans with
The majority
Springer, Frank. E. Las
route?" said a Cordova storekeeper.
He referred to the Guggenheim road, whom I talked were well pleased with
Torrey, Charles. C New Haven, Ct.
the Copper River and Northwestern, this.
5
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single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about th3 most
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
paper and
we will
send

free

a Bet of
Pocket
Maps

CftCMerrtaaCo.
Springfield, Mann.Pf
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and Her Son, William Waldorf Astor III

Mrs. William Waldorf Astor
SENATE WILL GIVE MISS
JESSIE A SILVER SERVICE
New York, Nov. 12. "It's useless!
Washington, D. C, Nov. 12. A silcan't make an Englishman of him."
ver service will be the wedding gift
So Mrs. William Waldorf Astor told
from senators to Miss Jessie Wilson,
according to an announcement today her friends when she arrived in Amerby Senator Martine, who is receiving ica from London recently. She was
voluntary subscriptions from his
son, Wilspeaking of her
liam Waldorf Astor III., who accompanied her.
"He's mad about baseball," she exNew Mexican Want Ads. always
plained, "and be likes America better
"bring results. Try it.

than England, because they play only
cricket over there."
The boy's father is a member of the
English parliament; his grandfather
is known as the American
because he renounced his citizenship
in the United "States and became a
naturalized
Baseball,
Englishman.
therefore, may wean the Astors back
from England to America if William
III. has his say about it.
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ELKS'THEATRE
Saturday, November 15th
HE WILL

V

TAKE YOU

LAUGHING

TO THE

STATION

WHO?
OFFICER

666

.

right-of-wa-

Vegas-Paleonto- logist

THIS COP'S BEAT IS A BIG SCREAM
By AUGUSTUS MAC HUGH

JUST PURE FUN.THAT'S ALL

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
SEATS OX SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
CURTAIN AT O'CLOCK .

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

12, 1913.,
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Rooming House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT Store Room on Gallsteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
'
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
4
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Laud Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
FOR SALE

REBEL

PINDELL INCIDENT
IS CLOSED SAYS
SEC'y BRYAN

PAGE

CABINET
HALE

ami the gunboat Wheeling are at an- Washington, D. C, Nov. 12. Henry chor in Tuxpam harbor, which is 145 !
iM. Plndell, the Peoria, 111., publisher, miIl,s northwest
of Vera Cruz.
will be nominated for ambassador to
A
nms.
Saturd
o( ,.ebe,8
Russia and the recently published cor.,. Qri
flv
taAara,
respondence which was alleged to
,
aa ,
e ()f
have passed between him and Senator ,
Lewis will not influence t lie presi
im 10"""""
'"
dent's decision. Secretary Urvan toThen they
day issued a statement which said in !lilst cartridge
killed.
were
and
overpowered
part;
The little detachment of federals
"Mr. Pindell did not seek the
ipointment. It was tendered him with- - under the command of Major Gumjar-- j
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
out any solicitation on his part. In .do, had been left to garrison the town,
W. LINDHARDT
When
'response to the offer he frankly stat- - which has 6,000 Inhabitants.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
ed that he would be glad to serve the: the rebels attacked them the tederul
125 Palace Ave,
administration, but that he did not soldiers, although they had no hope of
Phone, 189 J.
of
the
offer
rebel
the
feel that
he could conscientiously victory, ignored
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
:
119 San Francisco St.,
obligate himself to serve the full ordi- - commander to spare their lives and ORGANIZED BASEBALL
they TALKS OF UNIFORM CONTRACTS
diary term of a foreign appointment, ueciueu to nglit to the end.
The president asked him to accent it kept up the struggle for 24 hours.
Columbus, O.. Nov. 12. Feasibility
for as long a time us he could standi Federal reinforcements arrived to
land he consented.
lay from the city of Porfirio Diaz and of adopting uniform contracts for all
"This Is a statement of a matter drove off the rebels. The bodies of players in leagues holding membership
In the association of professional base
which has been grossly inisrepresent-led- . the gallant troop of defenders were
ball leagues was discussed at today's
found riddled with bullets.
The president will not. allow
'session of the organization's conven
German Cruiser at Mazatlan.
representations to interfere with
ot ine urn- tion here, l lie
his right to nominate to the senate
Berlin, Nov. 12. The German ad- form contracts isadoption
one
demands
of
the
the best, qualified man within his miralt.y received a dispatch today from
f rater-'choice for" conspicuous and response the commander of the German cruiser iniiide by the baseball players'
inity.
Ible positions."
arhud
that
she
Nuerneniburg stating
Owners of teams in smaller leagues!
Mr. Bryan in making
public his rived at Mazatlan on the west coast of spoke against the measure, asserting:
it would work a hardship
(statement, declared me nitneii
on!
dent closed.
iibem. After considerable discussion
Japan To Send Warship.
Tokio, Nov. 12. The Japanese gov- the measure was referred to a coinmit- GOING JO THE BOTTOM
eminent today decided to send theHee of five, one man from each league
ui- - tammainy CORRUPTION,
iai'mored cruiser Izumo to Mexican wa- clussitication. The committee will re- ters for the protection of Japanese port, tomorrow.
New York, Nov. 12. George U. Mc- subjects in Mexico.
Guire of Syracuse, remained in secluGOOD PROGRESS MADE IN
Oflicials of the Japanese foreign
at his hotel today recovering lice, declare that, the despatch of the
SALE OF U. P. HOLDINGS.
from the nervous collapse which he Izumo to Mexico was merely a
Washington, tl. C Nov. 12. The
yesterday on being forced to tionary measure in case the situation Ceulral Trust company of New York,
admit on the witness stand at the! there becomes critical. The follow- trustee appointed by the federal
John pne inquiry that he had sent to ling statement was made public:
courts to sell Southern Pacific stock
John A. Hennessy the "M" telegram
"The Japanese government is ser- held by the Union Pacific, in accordrelative to the alleged contributions llously desirous that the situation in ance with the merger dissolution, toof contractors to Tammany. He had Mexico should improve and that na day reported to Attorney General
denied this at a previous hearing, but 'fives and foreigners in the countrj
that 47,230 shares of Southadmitted sending the message when sliuuld be safe, but judging from
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
ern Pacific stock were sold during the
;
with indictment for per-- ports, the lives and property of Jap- month of October. Of that amount
anesa residents there cannot be said 6,021 were in lots of less than 10(1
jury.
If McGuire is well enough he will to be secure.
shares. The total sold so far under
testify again tomorrow, when District
"Already some of the powers have, the court's decree is 684,114 shares,
Attorney Whitman will resume the In- despatched warships to Mexican wa--! leaving about 100,000 shares to be (lisvestigation into the charges of Tam- - ters and one nation is negotiating! nosed of.
Everything In Hardware.
many corruption as made during the (with another for the purpose of en-recent campaign by Hennessy.
AVERT STRIKE
trusting Its nationals to its care. ThejHQp
jq ON
W
.
H.
WICKHAM
LUDWIG WM. ILFELD.'
.TaDanese in Mexico
number about
SOUTHERN PACIFIC,
3.000, mostly scattered in the interior.
NOTED FRENCH AVIATOR
12. There
Nov.
Houston,
Texas,
Tlie Japanese legation Is doing every- KILLED IN AEROPLANE
was considerable hope here today of
em
to
for
an
prepare
tbing possible
averting a strike of the engineers, lire- Villacoublay, France, Nov. 12.- -- )n?ency and the government considers men, conductors and trainmen of the
R."Ex5"OLVED
ror
mo
to
prepare
Captain de: la Garde, one of the most !" expedient
Southern Pacitic lines from New OrA
French army aviators, was uil- - jbilities of its citizens being placed In leans to 151 Paso, notwithstanding
led at the aerodome here today as he 'a position of danger and therefore has
their vole in favor of a walkout if
was landine after a flieht in bis nevn-- decided to dispatch the Izuino."
not granted. Coin- the! their demands were
Tne
that
prevails
impression
plane.'
ANYTHING
in the southwest and
interests
mercial
(Japanese government first sounded
the I'nited States in connection with "u"""fa
STANDARD OIL OF NEB.
5ELL
DECLARES CHRISTMAS DIVIDEND. the sending of a warship to Mexico
CofYoe
dOOD
FOmaha, Neb., Nov. 12. The direc- in order to avoid the possibility of
its
action.
of
of
tors of the Standard Oil Company
f a lliousiiixl coilee
The Izumo Is being prepared for
CANT
Nebraska, today declared the regular
Yokos-ukadividend of $10 a share her voyage at the naval base of
(I tinkers were ill coiiven- t
and an extra dividend of $5 a share.
Inside of Financial Deal.
tiott iiinl tlio cliainnan
London, Nov. 12. Stung by criti.slioiild
ftnimoial
of
.his
cism
support
miv: (Ijosc who
alleged
of Provisional President ytluerta, Lord
wjuil, Hie Ik'nI' colfco plensu
Cowdray today issued "a statement
I). T. Hoskins,
the well known above his own signature setting forth
stand up, lmw many do
Meadow City banker, is at. the Dei the extent of his financial connection
with the Mexican
government. He!
Vargas hotel.
you llii'nk would remain
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell histor says:
sealed?
ian and lawyer from Las Vegas, is re;
"Statements
peculiarly inaccurate
istered at the De Vargas.
jand of a mischievious character hav- AVliieli would you ratlier
Mrs. It. H. Ward, of Albuquerque, ing lately appeared in certain sections
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. of the press in reference to my finanin vp: tlie assnranee that
.M. Shinier, for a few
cial connection with the present prodays.
of Mexico,
B. C. Wade, assistant U. S. district visional government
you could linvp a cup of
attorney, returned last night from a think the public is entitled to learn
coffee
tlie
best
every
from me what. are. the facts.
business trip to Albuquerque.
"In common with most of the banks
E. P. Rambolt, George Beal, John T.
of
rest
for
Hip
DO YOU THINK FOR A MINUTE WE COULD AFFORD TO LET ANYmorning
in Mexico, my firm
STORE DISSATISFIED, OR Beal, C. L. Walker and B. B. Jen- and leading houses,
BODY GO AWAY FROM OUR HARDWARE
for
subscribed
your life, or $1110?
WITH ANYTHING
WE WANT PEOPLE TO COME kins, all of Roswell, are at the Mon- and allied companies,
TO KICK ABOUT?
a small proportion, less than three per
BACK AGAIN WE WANT CUSTOMERS FOR LIFE, AND WE CAN'T AF- tezuma hotel.
Yon can liavp the liest
Rufus J. Palen left this morning for cent, of the government loan made
FORD TO MISREPRESENT THINGS OR DISAPPOINT OUR PATRONS.
to represent
the First through the National bank of Mexico,
IF YOU HAVE A KICK AT ANYTHING YOU BOUGHT FROM US, LET US Albuquerque
in the world every
coffee
National bank of this city, at the meet
"Apart from this, neither I, my firm,
KNOW IT. WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND WANT TO MAKE GOOD.
nor our allied companies have In any'
ing of the New Mexico bankers.
morning
asking for
Chas. H. Ingraham, a former resi- way directly or indirectly assisted in
WOOD-DAVI- S
Best.
HARDWARE COMPANY.
dent of Santa Fe, and first cashier of a financial manner, the present proviSchilling's
the V. S. Bank and Trust company of sional government. Nor, let me in jusPHONE 14 this
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WK HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
to
so
Don't delay delight, order now.
we
asked
been
Illihave
in
tico
to
returned
his
home
add,
city,
nois last night after a couple of weeks do."
Where Germany Stands.
spent here.
Berlin, Nov. 12. The German "govH.
U. S. District Judge William
ernment still awaits the promised an- H. S. KAUNE
& GO.
Pope, Mr. and Mrs. Harry I.ee and C.
E. Newcomer, chief deputy marshal, nouncement of the definite policy the
reIn
to
adopt
from Albuquerque I'nited States purposes
have returned
where Judge Pope held court for the gard to Mexico, no exact indications Where Quality Governs the Price
al
And we will show you how much you can save. Espepast few weeks. The court will re of which have been received here,
and Price the Quality
Wilson's general
though President
main here until January.
cially should you do this with your
Gerto
the
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Turley leave to- motives have been brought
morrow for El Paso, where they will man government's attention.
Germany clearly understands, It is
spend several months, in order that
in
Mr. Turley may be near at hand in declared, that. President Wilson
case his services are needed as expert tends to dispossess Provisional Presi
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
dent Huerta at any cost, In order to
engineer in the boundary suit between
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
the Btate of New Mexico and the state discourage for once and for all such
methods of attaining power as he
of Texas.
CO.
HAY AND
utilized.
Germany, It Is pointed out, is Inter- Galisteo and Water Sts.
"TOWNSEND'S SNAPS" IN
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,
ested solely In the restoration of order
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS in Mexico, and hopes that the Ameri
Phone, Main 250.
can solution of the problem will De
announced and put into execution as
THIS WEEK'S OFFERINGS:
Our cracker counter is an Insoon as possible. It is felt here, howModern House
$20.00
The large
ever, that the overthroy of General
place.
teresting
Furnished
Huerta without the substitution of a
Light
variety of crackers and wafers
and efficient administration
17.00 strong
we carry would astonish most
Housekeeping
BANK & TRUST CO.
UNITED
would only make conditions worse in
Furnished
anybody. What is so nice aa
Light
Mexico and would deprive the .lives
a box of dainty, delicious wathere of
10.00 and property of Germans
Housekeeping
what little security they now enjoy.
fers? Some kind of. a cracker
B room
Unfurnished, Nice
No fears need be entertained, it is
should be on the table at every
that General
18.00 asserted,
Neighborhood
meal should be in every lunch
rfllHIl lIMIIIIIilllllUIIIIJIIIIIillllillllllilllIIIIIMllilMllllltllllllHIHIIIIillHMIIMIIilllllllHMIMIfc
Huerta will receive financial assist10.00
Unfurnished
box. And the very kind you
ance from Germany.
j
Furnished
should have are here.
It Is understood here that the AmThey
Light
IHIHHIIHIIIIIimilltllllllltHIIHItflllinMMHIIMIffllMHIINIIHMHflSimsHIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP
25.00 erican warning as to the validity of
have the quality that always
Housekeeping
concessions granted by the present
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
modern house, south side, Mexican congress applies also to
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
extra lots for' two more nouses, gar- financial assistance or support to the
J. B. LAMY,
in Mexico
existing administration
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
den, fruit, terms to right man.
City by bankers and others abroad.

REDUCTION

Six-roo-
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O. C. WATSON & CO.

FORGER

ARRESTED AT ST. LOUIS

BIG

(Continued From Page One.)

Five-roo-

had represented to her that he had n
government, position and soon was to
to Argentina on a diplomatic
St. l.onis, Nov. 12,
c(ni!i," II. 1II go
laney, unuer inuieiniem Here ,or lorgfry, and said by the police to be a
notorious lorger, was arrested bv ,, TRIAL OF HANS SCHMIDT
IS SET FOR NOVEMBER 19.
private citizen here today alter a
of
New York, Nov. 12. The trial
chase. When he was taken, his fourth
Mans Schmidt, former priest, for' the
wife, a bride of three
weeks, was
of
waiting for him at a hotel. Dul.anev murder of Anna Anmuller, parts
said after his third wife had divorced whose dismembered body were found
him in llln.i, he began his career as in the Hudson river, was set for November l!i.
a forger.
In Hill he served eleven months in
Work for the New Mexican.
It is
; the St. Louis workhouse.
Last mouth
for you. Tor Santa Fe and
while here at a fashionable hotel, he working
met and married Mis. Hertha .May the new state.
Itose, a widow of Oakland, Calif. Mrs.
New Mexican Want Ads. always
DuLauey told the police her husband bring results. Try it.
MARRYING

MEETS WITH

FIVE

MILLINERY

MRS.

j

j

f

ftOGLF

HI

SELIBMAN

GOODS

CO.

,

THIS WEEK'S

j

SPECIALS

mall-jeiou- s

FURNITURE

MEN'S AND BOYS'

-

j

All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95 worth $18.
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.

met-;ih-

j

Brass Beds

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

J

210 SAN FRANCISCO

-

j

READY-TO-WEA-

ST.

PHONE

180.

-

i

$12.50

precau-suffere-

-

j

-

Santa Fe Hardwares Supply Co.

r

INSURE WITH

AND REST CONTENT.

HAYWARD

Modern Cottage .of 5

FOR SALE

and Bath. Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Palace Avenue.
Rooms

We will sell, within ten days' time, tor
time to investigate the above.

NOW is

$2,800

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

Rooms 8

::::

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,;

II

AY

the

N, M.

WARD HAS IT.

1

REDUCED RATE
T9 ALBUQUERQUE

possi-note-

YoJ

WONT HAVE

at

kick Coming

YoV BUY

FROM USWfc
STUF-

"

VC

AFfoUP To

FOR NEW MEXICO
EDUCATIONAL

.

To Be Held Nov.

semi-annu-

PERSONALS

ONE AND

ly

-

j

uy

FM FOR

H

6.

THE ROUND TRIP.

other noted educators.

ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

$4.15

1

j

ONE-FIFT-

23-2-

Attend1 this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and

1

-

ASSOCIATION

Tickets on Sale Nov.

21

to 25,

(I1TCUSIVE)

SB

Return Limit, December 2.

H.S.LUTZ,Agt.A.T.&S. F.R.R.
SANTA

FE,

N. M.

For ash!

Hay, Grain W Flour

CAKES AND

GRAIN

THE SANTA FE

CRACKERS

-

STATES

Does a General Banking Business.
Your Patronage Solicited
t.

14
acres, best farm proposition,
lots of water, good land, five miles
f
from town,
alfalfa, all fenced.
Worth 12,000. For quick sale at $1,300.
Many others.
We buy, Bell, lease or manage prop
erty in any part of the United States.
2

HAND-PAINTE-

CHINA

D
Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold,

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

one-hal-

v
HOUSE WILL LISTEN TO
NAVAL HOLIDAY ARGUMENTS.
Washington. D. C, Nov. 12. The
naval holiday suggested by Winston
Churchill was brought up in the house

today when Representative Hensley of
Missouri, got permission to speak an
hour tomorrow in tehalf of his resolution for cooperation by the United
States with Japan.
W. N. TOWNSEND,
There will be a number of other
Ground Floor, Capital City Bank speeches on the subject later on, InBuilding. Phone 15 J.
cluding one by Speaker Clark.
4

CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE

PRIMROSE BUTTER

H. S. KAUNE

a

" Yes Sir!

Stvdebaker wagons ere
back
made to
up a reputation."
make
"I know, because wagons or
and
a
lhave
for
come into my shop
repairs,
chance to see how few are Studebakers."
That's the opinion of thousands of blacksmiths
who know the quality of Sludcbaker wajons.
The owners never regretted that they bought

fry

StuJebaken.

Tested materials, accurate workmanship insure a
selecwagon unequaled for durability, and this careful
tion of wood, iron, steel, paint and varnish has been a
fixed rule with the SluJebaker Company for sixty years.
That is why a Studebaker wagon runs easiest and lasts
longest It is built on honor.
Whether you live in town or country, there is a
Studebaker vehicle to fill your requirements for business
or pleasure and harness of every description made
as carefully as are Studebaker vehicles.
Set out Dealer or write iu.

GO.

Where Prices ar B
For sf" Oua lit v.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, IncL

KANSAS CITT
CHICAGO
JPE NYFB
DALLAS
JXSTLAND, OKS.
SAM FRANCISCO
SALT LAKE CITY
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LIFE IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES!

The Now Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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M.

General Manager
Editor
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
out-dosports.
Playing and all
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Billy,

for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath neither joy, nor love, nor light.
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain ;
A nd we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with coofused alarms of struggle
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and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should alway
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money rserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can be
eliminated or diminished.
The best and surest way to have money Is to get the banking habit.
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from its lack.
Deposit your money In this strong, safe bank where the same careful
attention is given to the small depositor as to the largest.
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Good Bowels Are
an Aid to Growth
Children Need a Mild
tive to Foster Regular Bowel
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As a child grows
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Move--
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It

bona in competition with animals that
had never been clipped, some of them
with three years and seven months
growth and some with thirty months
growth, that had never been outside a
breeding pen. The Armer exhibits
were taken right off the range and
the older animals had been sheared
this year.
Mrs. Armer attended the meeting
ol the American Register association
at Kansas City and that of the National Mohair Growers' association at Dallas, where there was also a state fair.
Mrs. Armer says that while buyers are
holding off and are trying to depress
prices she thinks that if the growers
refuse to sell the buyers will have to
come through. Hillsboro Free Press.

PACE SEVEN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, C. S. Land
Oilier at Santa I'e, N. M., Novem-- I
bor

t;,

WANTS

I'll;,
Republication)
is hereby given that
i

j

Notice

Fran--

cisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
jsmall holding claim No. 5277, serial
for Lot 1, Section 21, Lots
;No.
i4, S and 6, Section 1C, Township 21 N.,
Range 1 V., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make small
iholdlng proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before ,luan C.
Sandoval, U. S. Cominisionpr, at Cuba,
.!., on the 12th day of December,1
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MISS A. MUGLER
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AUTO DELIVERY
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
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SHIPROCK

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?

and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evary time and
their advice will save you needless expense and wcrry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp Is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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if

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

- -

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES

.

TWO

A,D

Phone 139.

FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PROMPT

Re-

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

aHENRY KRICK&- -

-

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER

'i

IN

BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pore Distilled
. .. water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fa. Naw Me.
TELEPHONE 35 J

i
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WALL STREET.

mumm

Who are you ?

Street

Special to the New Mexican.
Farmington, Nov. 12. The expected
attack on the U. S. Indian agency at
Shiprock, has been delayed by the
sickness of a leader according to reports, and the band is said to be in
hiding in the Choiskia mountains. The
U. S. marshal and posse of deputies
have arrived at Shiprock. A wire
was received here saying that troops
had been sent to the scene from Arizona, but a telephone message from
the agency says they have not arrived
yet. Agent Shelton yesterday ordered
a supply of rifles sent out from this
place. The government school is well
guarded now and hope to repulse the
attack successfully if made before the
soldiers arrive.
The renegade Navajos are under in
dictment for riot, larceny and bigamy.
Tliere are 11 of them in the original
band, although it is feared that the
medicine men will incite through sympathy, the 2,000 other braves on the
reservation. The agency is 35 miles
from the railroad at this place, and
isolated by bad roads. There is no
reason to fear a general outbreak yet.
Even if no attack is made, armed resistance is looked for whenever the
11 outlaws are arreBted.
NORTH AND SOUTH
HIGHWAY DELEGATES MEET

Denver, Colo., Nov. 12. Delegates
from Colorado, Montana. Wyoming
and Texas are expected here tomorrow for the North and South Highway
meeting. Among the good roads boosters who have promised to attend the
meeting are O. L. Williams, of Bowie,
Texas, and A. W. Read, of Memphis.
Texas, and president and secretary of
the Colorado to the Gulf Association
The plan of the promoters is to con'
struct a hjghway from the Gulf of
Mexico through Denver, to the Yellowstone and Glacier National parks.
TOBACCO DIRECTORS
HOLD ALL NIGHT

SESSION.

Lexington, Ky., Nov. 12. After an
all night session, the stockholders of
the Burley Tobacco company, adjourned at 6 o'clock this morning for a few
hours rest before proceeding further
with the election of directors and

an

languished for want of stimulation.
The short interest displayed increas
ing timidity because of the halt In
Spasmodic efforts to
liquidation.
force covering met with some success
Operations on the long side were
checked by the display of weakness
among various stocks such as New
Haven and Lehigh Valley, but the effect was only temporary and at noon
prices were at the high price of the

OUR UNPARALLELED,

Typewriter Rental Offer

day.

The market closed easy. Stocks
came out in more liberal fashion fol- lowing a slump in Mexican petroleum.
Statements that the quarterly dividend of 1
per cent on Mexican petroleum had been passed caused the
stock to break a point at a time until
it had fallen five points. Elsewhere
recessions were only fractional.
2

In
For $5.00 we will rent yQU," guaranteed
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
PreRemington Typewriter or understroke Smith
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and we
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
by-u- s

good

OF NEW YORK
TAKES A VACATION
"New York, Nov. 12. John Purroy
of New York,
Mitchel, mayor-elec- t
sailed this afternoon for the West In
dies and Panama canal for a three
weeks rest after the rigors of the cam
Mrs.
Mitchell accompanied
paign.
him.
MAYOR ELECT

Coffe
Resolved

SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
One Month, $3.00

:

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes It certain that we have got the exact

To demand and get better coffee ami the comfort
that's in it;

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

Best-guarant- eed

coffee) if it doesn't.
It's easy to buy and easy
try.

to

'

ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

And do it at once ;
And not to be denied.
To get Schilling's
with money-hac- k
to please me; and
take back my money
(without returning the

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

Paragon Ribbons

And do it promptly.

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

REMINCTON

To do better;

(,

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(

Ill

South Fourth

St

Incorporated )

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

